
Questions answered to client reference Pavillion Court Folkestone - EWI project 2018

Darren James  Contract and Compliance Manager   17/05/2018



1. Health and Safety pack including F10 for the project and CDM?
Answer: Yes to both and the cost of this is integrated within our overheads and admin

2. How much scaffolding have you allowed for and do you intend to scaffold the whole building in
one hit?
Answer: We have allowed for a complete scaffolding around the building to allow access to carry

out the works safely on each elevation, with the last elevation being able to reach to soffit  
level .               

3. Form of insured guarantee. Is it for the whole building or for each flat? (£20k)
Answer: Each flat will have a warranty issued

4. Do you intend to double mesh ground floor render to protect against malicious damage? (£5k)
Answer: We had not intended to as this was not asked to take into consideration initially, we can

carry this out for a small additional cost of around £3,500.00 or we can look at using an 
Armour mesh on the entire lower level. If you can let us know and we can adjust the cost
accordingly

5. Are you going to provide on site facilities for workers, canteen, drying room, toilet, office
and store - as a client PCRTM needs to make sure that the contractor can offer to the workers a
safe working environment. working safe place and have washing facilities, canteen, drying room,….

         Answer: Yes as per  HSE General duties (Construction (Design and Management) Regulations 
the cost of this is incorporated in our overhead costs

6. Verge trim behind soffit - this is a must and should be included

Answer: This is an integral part of sealing the system at the roof line and is included in our
costs and will be installed using an Aluminum white powder coated 140mm verge trim.

7. Extend all existing vents including renewal of any vent pipe from inside if is broken.
          Answer: All vents will be replaced on a like for like basis and included in our costs on installation.

To what extent the requirement for renewal of internal sleeve and pipe work is an
unknown and so we can not put a cost to this, from previous experience this will not 
be a major issue or cost if it is required and from this experience we have found it to be 
something that has not be necessary.  

8. Remove existing light, Camera, install temporarily on scaffolding and fit back after job is
Completed.
         Answer: Yes as part of the quote this is included in our enabling works, carried out by qualified 

Electricians on any electrical works and the with the use of Satellite finders when re 
seating the satellite dishes

9. Renew of gutters and downpipes all way around building.
Answer: This was not included in the costings as it clearly stated in procurement document

C21- General Alterations - C "All external rain water pipes to be removed and stored
aside to be reused after cladding system is installed. This if required can be priced
separately and carried out during the works.

10. Extend and renew the soil pipe and waste pipe including provide temporary during the works
Answer: With Apologies this had been omitted from our costings, we believe that this would have

Additional cost of £2,000.00 
11. Decorate below DPC

Answer: This was not included in our cost as it was not mentioned as any additional works
it was stated to price for the insulated render system and this does not include for
below DPC, If we could be given details as to what decoration you require ie just
painted, the addition of an extruded board and rendered or just rendered ?

12. Site accommodation/travel expenses for workers during the works
            Answer: Travel and accommodation has been factored into our costings and quote



13. Scaffolding fences during the works to prevent any kind of climbing.
            Answer: This was not thought of as an issue in this location but we can provide for this and 

incorporate this into our costings
14. Proposals for the Burstin fire escape due to EWI works.

Answer: This would be discussed pre site meeting and once a once a final design of the 
Scaffolding has been drawn up, At this time we propose an acky staircase to keep
All fire escapes in order.

15. Employ a site manager to oversee works, communicate with PCRTM and provide a weekly report and
daily photographic audit. The manager on site should have SMSTS and first aid as minimum
qualification
         Answer: This is all part of our process of EWI in a live working file is kept on a daily basis with

Documented and photographic evidence. All of our site supervisors have a minimum of 
an SMSTS, several ops on each site will be first aid trained and this will be identified in

the CDM, working folder and on site by the standard Green Safety Hat being worn.
16. New window sills due to EWI works

Answer: We have allowed for powder coated undercills to be used on all windows at the correct width
to allow the required drip   

17. After work completion to issue to PCRTM Health and Safety pack used during the works including
all manuals for all products used on site
          Answer: As part of our standard handover pack which will contain the O&M for the works as well as 

warranties and relevant documentation pertaining to the works carried out
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